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South African diver exposes the secret lives  

of sea creatures  
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The Atlantic Ocean off the southern-most 
tip of Africa is so cold it feels like your skin 

is burning. But still Craig Foster dives into 

the frigid water every day, without a 
wetsuit or scuba gear, off to explore an 

underwater kingdom. Some might call him 

reckless… […  ] 

For the past eight years, he has turned his attention to a vast underwater 

forest off the west coast of South Africa where he spends his days tracking 
sea creatures. 

He has now published a book, along with fellow diver Ross Frylinck, 
documenting his close encounters with these wild animals. 

The book, Sea Change: Primal Joy and the art of underwater tracking, 
details how he touched a cat shark on its "nose" before it lay relaxed in his 

hands "tame as a puppy." […] But his most memorable encounter was with 
an octopus he befriended and accompanied on hunts. […] 

He has discovered seven new species, including a shrimp that was named 

after him: HeteromysisFosteri. 

Dangers in the deep 
 

Unsurprisingly, Foster doesn't fear the bigger beasts that patrol the sea 

forest. […] "But to be honest there's very little to fear from the animals, 

they are not the danger." […] 

"I've come very close to death a number of times, but never close to death 

from a shark," he said. "It's always being thrown by a huge wave onto a 

rock, being cut into pieces, or jammed in a cave underwater." He is more 
mindful of the multiple threats facing the kelp forest: plastic and chemical 

pollution, over fishing, poaching, ocean mining and climate change. […] 
 

 
Read full article:  
https://edition.cnn.com/travel/article/south-africa-sea-forest-secrets/index.html 
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